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Abstract— Online Goal Babbling has been proposed for
directed learning of inverse kinematics from scratch following
the paradigm of ”learning while behaving”. In this paper, we
show that Goal Babbling can be modified to learn inverse statics
– primarily for gravity compensation – online, from scratch and
in a plain exploratory fashion. We primarily focus on devising a
Multi-Stage Goal Babbling for learning inverse kinematics and
inverse statics simultaneously. The results are quite promising
and clearly demonstrate that the achieved accuracy is more
than sufficient for most handling tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Direct learning of inverse models for advanced robots
has been proposed to deal with lack of prior knowledge
and inaccurate models, e.g. [1]. Learning from scratch
without requiring prior knowledge is at the core of Goal
Babbling (GB) [2] which has been proposed to mimic
infants learning of motor skills, i.e. reaching (learning how
to reach by trying to reach and updating the motion by
iterating the trials). GB has been first implemented for direct
learning of inverse kinematics (IK) [2]. It has been also
adopted in other domains owing to its high flexibility, e.g.
generating speech [3], [4], avoiding obstacles [5] and using
tool [6]. We propose in this paper a constrained GB to
learn inverse statics (IS) for gravity compensation online,
from scratch, and without using a feedback controller in
a plain exploratory fashion, whereas the previous research
on learning IS has been done offline only using a closed-
loop controller to collect training data and often enhanced
already existing (parametric) models (e.g., [7]–[9]). We also
propose multi-stage GB to learn IK and IS simultaneously.
We demonstrate the results for 2R and 3R arms only because
GB has already demonstrated high scalability up to 9-DoF
floating-base compliant humanoid (COMAN) [10] and up
to 50-DoF planar arm [2]. Therefore, learning IK and IS
which map from the lower dimensional task space to the
higher dimensional motor space can both be scaled very well.
However, scaling GB for learning IS which maps from the
joint space to the motor space might be difficult for higher
DoFs as both spaces scale with the number of DoFs.

II. MULTI-STAGE GOAL BABBLING

We will first introduce the original GB approach and then
explain our proposed constrained GB and multi-stage GB.
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A. Online Goal Babbling

GB has been proposed to learn the inverse kinematics map
GIK (cf. Fig. 1(a)) that assigns to each end-effector position
p ∈ Pa ⊂ Rn the corresponding configuration q ∈ Qp ⊂
Rm that is required to attain it, where m is the number of
DoFs and n is the dimension of the target variable (e.g. n ∈
{2, 3} for the spatial position of the end-effector):

GIK : Pa → Qp (1)

Pa is the set of attainable positions in task space and Qp
is the set of permissible configurations in joint space. GIK

is learned by exploring actions (configurations) and observ-
ing their outcomes (end-effector positions). The observation
space represents the task space and the action space repre-
sents the joint space. Correlated exploratory noise is added to
the motor commands to discover and learn novel outcomes.
These samples are generated by means of goal-directed
movement attempts [2]. Local Linear Map (LLM) [11] is
employed because an incremental regression mechanism is
required to update the inverse estimates online.

B. Constrained Online Goal Babbling for Learning IS

We define the set of statically admissible torques (SST):

Ts = {τ |∃q ∈ Qp : τ −G(q) = 0} (2)

as the set Ts of all torque vectors required to maintain the
configurations in the set Qp in the static equilibrium case,
i.e. q̇ = 0 and q̈ = 0. We aim to learn the inverse statics
maps GISx and GISj :

GISx
: Pa → Ts, GISj

: Qp → Ts (3)

As shown in Fig. 1, GISx
maps from the lower dimensional

task space to the higher dimensional motor space and assigns
to each position p ∈ Pa ⊂ Rn the required static torque
τ ∈ Ts ⊂ Rm to maintain it. GISj maps from the joint space
to the motor space and assigns to each valid configuration
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(a) with original GB (b) with constrained GB

Fig. 2. Discovered SST for the 2R planar arm

q ∈ Qp ⊂ Rm the required static torque τ ∈ Ts ∈ Rm to
maintain it.

In order to learn IS with GB, some constraints should
be considered. Learning IS in a plain exploratory fashion
is challenging since not all combination of joint torques
result in an admissible torque. Adding exploratory noise to
motor commands (torques) in GB may results in inadmissible
torque, i.e. invalid torque which inevitably accelerates the
robot and make it hit its joint limits1. Applying such a
torque bears the risk to damage the robot if no further safety
precautions are taken. Moreover, the learner will be disturbed
because of the resulting invalid training sample (i.e. inad-
missible torque which does not correspond to the joint limit
configuration where the robot settles in). This imposes limits
on torque combinations in addition to joint-wise torque lim-
its. Hence, SST should be estimated beforehand or learned,
when the robot hits its joint limits during exploration, the
corresponding torque is considered inadmissible and the
SST estimate is updated accordingly. Delaunay triangulation
is used to estimate SST boundary and the nearest neighbor
algorithm is employed to assign each invalid torque to a
valid one before execution. Fig. 2 illustrates the SST for a
2R planar arm with specific joint limits. Fig. 2(a) shows that
applied torques may not be contained in the SST (red dots
outside the SST ) due to adding exploratory noise in GB.
The SST could be correctly explored as shown in Fig. 2(b)
by applying constrained GB.

C. Multi-Stage Goal Babbling
We aim in this paper to learn GIK (cf. (1)), GISj and

GISx
(cf. (3)) simultaneously. In other words, our goal is

to learn the required configurations and the corresponding
static torques to attain and maintain some predefined po-
sition targets X ∗ ⊂ Pa. In multi-stage GB as illustrated
in Fig. 1, there are two observation spaces: the task space
which represents end-effector positions and the joint space
which serves as an observation space for GISj

and as
an action space for GIK . The motor space (action space)
represents motor commands (torques). GIK is a one-to-
many mapping i.e. each position can be reached by different
configurations, whereas GISj is a many-to-one mapping,
i.e. multiple configurations require the same static torque to
be maintained. Clearly, GISx

is a many-to-many mapping

1Obviously, in practical applications, a software joint limit is employed
to avoid reaching the hardware joint limit.

Algorithm 1 Multi-Stage Goal Babbling
1: procedure MSGB(xhome,qhome, τhome, X ∗, SST )
2: INITLLM( xhome, qhome, τhome)
3: for N number of iterations do
4: for each randomly chosen target x∗ ∈ X ∗ do
5: for l = 1 : L do
6: generate an intermediate target x∗

t

7: estimate configuration value q̂∗t for x∗
t

ĜIK(x∗
t ) = q̂

∗
t

8: estimate torque value τ̂ ∗
t for q̂∗t

ĜISj
(q̂∗t ) = τ̂

∗
t

9: add exploratory noise σ:
τ+
t = τ̂ ∗

t + σ(q
∗
t , t)

10: if τ+
t /∈ SST then

11: τ+
t = τm where
{τm ∈ Ts : ∀τn ∈ Ts
dist(τ+

t , τm) 6 dist(τ+
t , τn)}

12: end if
13: execute τ+

t and observe (q+t ,x
+
t )

14: compute weight wt
15: TRAINLLM(τ+

t , q
+
t ,x

+
t , wt)

16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
19: end procedure

i.e. each position can be maintained by multiple torques, and
multiple positions can be maintained by the same torque as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

Algo.1 illustrates the multi-stage GB steps. At the be-
ginning, each initial inverse estimate suggests some default
value at time instant t = 0, i.e. some comfortable posture
qhome or default torque τhome corresponding to the home
position xhome (i.e. the initial position):

ĜIK(x) = qhome

ĜISx
(x) = τhome

ĜISj (q) = τ
home

 (4)

For a selected number of iterations and a set of predefined
position targets X ∗, the targets in X ∗ are chosen randomly
and iteratively. The starting position xhome will be selected
as a target with a probability of phome to avoid drifting.
Continuous linear paths of L intermediate targets x∗

t are
generated iteratively by interpolating between the current
predefined target and the next chosen one. The robot tries
to reach each target x∗

t as follows:
The current inverse kinematics estimate ĜIK(x) = q̂∗t
is used as a joint target for the inverse static estimate
ĜISj

(q̂∗t ) = τ̂ ∗
t which is used as a motor torque, and

correlated exploratory noise σ [2] is added to the estimated
torque τ̂ ∗

t (5) in order to discover and learn novel outcomes:

τ+
t = τ̂ ∗

t + σ(x
∗
t , t) (5)

where t is the time step, and τ+
t is the torque which is

applied to the robot if statically admissible. Otherwise, it
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will be assigned to the nearest neighbor in the SST and
applied. The explored motor command τ+

t and the resulting
outcomes (q+t ,x

+
t ) are observed and used as supervised

learning example to update the inverse estimates immediately
before the next intermediate target is generated. Executing
τ+
t will result in q+t and the corresponding torque estimated

by the learner for q+t is denoted by τ̂+
t . Similarly, q+t will

result in x+
t and the corresponding estimated configuration

for x+
t is denoted by q̂+t . The goal is thus to minimize the

error Eq
t between the real and the estimated configurations

and the error Eτ
t between the applied and the estimated

torques to improve the estimation accuracy:

Eq
t = wt‖q+t − q̂

+
t ‖2, Eτ

t = wt‖τ+
t − τ̂

+
t ‖2 (6)

Output torque sensors are desirable but not crucial for our
methods. Either the commanded torques or the measured
output torques can be used in our proposed scheme.

1) Weighting Sample Scheme: Multi-stage GB tries to
select the most efficient solution to handle redundancy and
avoid inconsistent samples (e.g. the same end-effector po-
sition but different joint angles and torques) by using the
following weighting scheme:

wdirt =
1

2
(1 + cos^(q∗t − q∗t−1, q

+
t − q+t−1)

wefft =‖ x+
t − x+

t−1 ‖ · ‖ q
+
t − q+t−1 ‖−1

wt = wdirt · wefft

 (7)

The direction criterion wdirt assesses whether the observed
direction and the planned one align well. The efficiency
criterion wefft assesses the movement efficiency. The am-
biguity of the mappings i.e. the one-to-many mapping
GIK (redundancy resolution) and the many-to-one mapping
GISj

(torque ambiguity) as well as the many-to-many map-
ping GISx

are controlled by the home posture qhome. qhome

is used not only as initial configuration but also as returning
point in order to avoid drifting and determine outcomes. By
using the weighting scheme, only one solution for the joint
configuration and the corresponding torque and end effector
position will be learned which is controlled by the home
posture as well [12]. Although due to torque ambiguity the
preferable configuration might not be guaranteed and the
robot might settles in a different one, still the algorithm
demonstrates robust performance without inconsistencies.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present results for learning IK and IS simultaneously
with multi-stage GB for a 2R planar arm and a 3R simplified
human arm [13] shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) respectively.
The models have been set up in MATLAB using Robotics
Toolbox [14]. Parameter optimization has been done using
pattern search approach [15] to obtain the set of GB parame-
ters shown in Table. I in order to minimize the training errors
Eq
t and Eτ

t and speed up exploration.

(a) 2R planar arm (b) 3R spatial arm

Fig. 3. Training Targets and Robot models with 0.25 m link length

(a) for learning IK - 2R (b) for learning ISx - 2R

(c) for learning IK - 3R (d) for learning ISx - 3R

Fig. 4. Standard deviation for the robot performance error

A. Learning IK and IS for the 2R planar arm

The robot tries to reach and maintain 35 position targets
regularly distributed on a grid (30 × 12 [cm]) as shown in
Fig. 3(a). These targets are randomly and iteratively chosen
during training with 7 intermediate targets generated between
each two chosen ones (cf. Sec. II-C). The robot performance
on all training targets is tested in each epoch, i.e. each 100
samples. The training error converges very fast as shown in
Fig. 4. The robot reaches and maintains all the predefined
targets as well as the intermediate targets very well with
average root mean square error (RMSE) of 1.15 mm. The
robot then tries to achieve 24 new position targets scattered
on a regular grid, the testing performance was also very good
illustrated with the blue circles in Fig. 5 with average RMSE
of 1.1 mm. The robot then tries to achieve 24 new targets
scattered in joint space as illustrated in Fig .7(a) in order to
test the learned GISj . Compared to the static torque limits
(−18.4, 24.5) Nm and (−6, 6.2) Nm for the 1st and 2nd
joints, the observed RMSE is negligibly small. Training and
testing results are shown in Table. II.

B. Learning IK and IS for the 3R simplified human arm

We did the same experiment with 70 position targets
regularly distributed on two grids (30 × 12 × 10 [cm]) for
the 3R arm (cf. Fig. 3(b)). Testing the robot performance
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(a) GIK 2R arm (b) ISx 2R arm

Fig. 5. Training and test performance for the 2R planar arm. The green
dots represent the testing targets and the red ones represent the training
targets. The blue circles represent the real end-effector positions.

(a) GIK 3R arm (b) ISx 3R arm

Fig. 6. Training and test performance for the 3R arm. The green dots
represent the testing targets and the red ones represent the training targets.
The blue circles represent the real end-effector positions.

(a) for the 2R arm (b) for the 3R arm

Fig. 7. Test performance of the learned GISj
. The red crosses represent

the testing joint targets and the blue circles represent the real configurations.

has been done on 72 new targets scattered on three grids
in Cartesian space and joint space as illustrated in Fig. 6
and Fig. 7(b) respectively. The training error converges very
fast as shown in Fig. 4. The torque limits for the 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd joints are (−24.4, 24) Nm, (−24.2, 24.2) Nm and
(−12.4, 12.2) Nm respectively. Again, the observed torque
RMSE is negligible. The results are illustrated in Table. II.

IV. OUTLOOK

If robot dynamics change e.g. adding a tool, the static
model should be learned again from scratch. We therefore
investigate scaling techniques for adapting the learned model
online. Moreover, our recent work shows how to increase
the learning efficiency by exploiting ”Symmetries” i.e., the
many-to-one characteristics of IS [16].

TABLE I
MULTI-STAGE GB PARAMETERS

Robot sigma Intermediate Home Learning
Model σ Steps Nr. Probability Rate
2R 0.75 7 0.03 0.07
3R 0.5 7 0.015 0.07

TABLE II
MULTI-STAGE GB EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR 2R AND 3R ARMS

learned model 2R Training RMSE Testing RMSE
m rad Nm m rad Nm

GIK 10−3 57·10−4 8·10−4 48·10−4
GISj

6·10−3 44·10−9 65·10−4 27·10−9

GISx 13·10−4 44·10−9 14·10−4 27·10−9

learned model 3R Training RMSE Testing RMSE
m rad Nm m rad Nm

GIK 11.10−4 62·10−4 9·10−4 57·10−4
GISj

53·10−4 48·10−9 78·10−4 45·10−9

GISx 15·10−4 48·10−9 15·10−4 45·10−9
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